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Welcome
Welcome to the thirteenth edition of the Olivewood monthly newsletter. We cannot
believe how quickly the days, weeks and months are flying by. The estate has been
buzzing with activity over the past few weeks, with conference-goers, golfers, bridal
couples, families and friends coming together.
Our team have enjoyed once again being able to host events, weddings and
gatherings. With the winter season fast approaching, we have a few weekends open
for larger events and weddings. Our beautiful Rosewood Venue is the perfect
destination to dance the night away after saying your “I Do’s” on the beautiful green
lawns overlooking the 18th hole of the golf course.
At Olivewood, with the number of offerings we have on the estate, there is always
something exciting happening. We are incredibly thankful for our team who have
pulled together throughout the pandemic to ensure our day-to-day operations
could continue as ‘normal’.

Image in the Restaurant taken before lockdown

P roperty
Living on our Estate means being part of a community of people who share a secure and
high-quality lifestyle. Genuine respect and consideration by all residents for one another
will assure agreeable accord on the Estate. Our focus for this month’s newsletter is safety
and security at Olivewood.
While the area and surrounding areas are still essential because of their proximity to
essential services, property inside the estate offers the most secure security highlights, this
includes 24-hour guard watch, surveillance cameras on entrance and exit gates and
monitored electrical perimeter fencing right around the estate, with a response team
always on alert. As security has become a main consideration influencing the attractive
quality of numerous South African urban cities, estate living is increasing expanding in
popularity amongst local and international buyers.

“There are various ways in which we keep our residents safe, with access control being our
primary focus. This is where we keep concrete records of who is inside the estate, what time
they accessed the estate, how long they stayed inside the estate and what time they exit the
estate. This, amongst other things, has been the reason to why Olivewood Private Estate &
Golf Club has had no incidents (i.e., break-in) since its establishment.”
– Johan Labuschagne (Security and Workshop Manager)

Golf
Glorious cloudy days which brought with them rains that we were so
desperately waiting for, finally arrived in April. One night in particular saw us
receive thirty-two millimeters of rainfall, something we were not complaining
about. These rainy days and nights have brought about a new life to the course
and helping the course play slightly longer for the golfers.
We hosted our first Masters Members Tournament in April and the support of
the competition was great.
Ashley made sure that the Members
received the full “Masters” treatment on
the course, with the greens playing
quick and pin positions being tucked
away.
The course played tough and the players
really showed their true golfing abilities
by posting extremely good scores.
Unfortunately, there could only be one
winner of the Green Jacket… Sean
Coetzee, our Club Captain, found his
swing at just the right time to take top
honours.

Sean Coetzee, our Club Captain

During the month, we played hosts to QACCS Border. They enjoyed a successful
day of golf followed by a braai and prize-giving. QACCS Golf Club was established
in 1976 and its core value is to promote business through golf in the construction
industry. The name QACCS is an acronym for:

Q - Quantity Surveyors
A - Architects
C - Consultants
C - Contractors
S - Suppliers

We are excited to announce our partnership with Hilltop Animal Outreach for
our Olivewood Corporate Day being held on the 28th May 2021.
Hilltop Animal Outreach are an animal welfare organization in East London,
that focus on the outreach, sterilization and rescue of domestic animals. They
also rehabilitate, foster and re-home animals in need and feed/care for over 400
feral cats, while assisting lower income communities in caring for their pets.
They are an amazing NPO that we are proud to be involved with. For more
information on our Corporate Day, please contact golf@olivewoodestate.com.

With the upcoming Hollow Tining from the Sunday, 02nd May 2021 (from
12h00) to Friday, 07th May 2021, please note that the Golf Course will be
temporarily closed for maintenance during this period. The course will reopen
for play again on Saturday, 08th May 2021.

Green Keepers
update
As you may all have noticed the cooler weather over the last few weeks, clearly winter
is approaching. We have also had some much-welcomed rain over the past few days.
As I’m sure everyone is aware, our Hollow Tining dates are from the 2nd of May 2021
until the 7th of May 2021 with the course once again opening on the 8th of May 2021.
Hollow Tining is generally seen as a negative from a golfer’s perspective, but is very
much needed to maintain the health of greens, which take a lot of traffic during the
year. Although it has short-term disruptions, the long-term benefits outweigh those.
Golfers normally judge the condition of the greens by what they can see on the surface,
but for the greenkeeping staff it has more to do with what is happening below the
surface.

Some of the benefits include:
- Reduces thatch
- Removing unwanted organic
matter
- Relieves soil compaction
- Increases oxygen levels in the soil
- Stimulates healthy growth of the
plant
- Allows for soil amendments to be
added to the soil

The greenkeeping staff will try their
best to get the course to recover as
soon as possible to welcome all the
golfers back.
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Captains
column

This month's column offers-up
something a little different . . . an
interview with our soon to be PGA
registered golf professional and
present Olivewood Golf Manager,
Dylan Reid.
1. What is your earliest golfing
memory?
As a little kid, I was never without a ball,
club, bat or racquet in hand and I was
always running around at family braais
or get-togethers trying to find someone
who would be keen to play a sport with
me.
When I was about six years old, I started
attending a coaching clinic called
PlayGolf, run by my cousin, where you
would be taught the basics of the game
before progressing onto the course and
playing actual rounds of golf.

2. Who was the
biggest influence in
your golfing journey?
I would have to say my late
uncle. He and I would spend
countless hours on the range
trying to “one-up” one another,
whether it be at putting, chipping or
closest to the pin competitions. All the
while my uncle was improving my golf
game without me actually being aware
of it. At the same time, I learned how to
manage pressure because to be honest,
bragging rights in our family is huge and
my uncle was someone you never
wanted to lose to!

3. How did you get started in the
golf industry?
I began my career in my first year out of
school, at the East London Golf Club as
the Assistant Golf Manager working
under Wellington Sonanze. I was only
nineteen and new to the industry which
meant I had a lot to learn and
Wellington helped me so much in this
regard in the year and a half that we
worked together.
It was there that Michelle de Vries, my
mentor, suggested I complete my studies
with the PGA (Professional Golfers
Association) accreditation. That was the
start of a three-year journey of its own.

4. You are busy completing your
PGA course, but how would you
describe your coaching philosophy?
In the PGA we are taught a coaching
model called Laws, Principles and
Preferences. These identify the five (5)
impact factors (or Laws), which
produce a ball flight.
The five key factors are:
- Clubhead Speed
- Swing Path
- Clubface Position
- Centeredness of Strike
- Angle of Approach
This is a coaching model that works
because everything that is wrong with a
golfer’s swing can be broken down into
an issue within these five Laws.
There is also the TPI (Titleist
Performance Institute) version of a
coaching model. This determines the
efficiency or inefficiency of the golf
swing and then works in tandem with
the style of the swing. This approach
allows a coach to uniquely fine tune a
golfer’s performance by looking at their
own unique swing, rather than using a
standard approach for all golfers.
Every player has their own swing and I
have come to realise that the more you
try to mould a person into the swing
that has worked for someone else, the
greater the chances of it backfiring . . .
meaning you would have to start from

the very basics again to build-up
a swing. In the end, I probably fall
between the PGA and TPI model
because the
fundamentals of both coaching models
are excellent and using the best aspects
of each means that my approach to
coaching is not limited.

5. What is a typical work day for
Dylan Reid?
Since the advent of COVID, there is
never a “typical” work day at
Olivewood.
Our
entire
staff
complement pitches in to make sure
that the Estate runs as best it can, so
depending on the day you will find me
answering golf-related e-mails, taking
phone calls, out on the course marking
new pin positions, attending to
IT-related tasks, prepping for the
weekend golf competitions, booking
golf tours or golf days and
communicating with our members.
I am also in the Golf Shop everyday
checking golfers in for their rounds and
sorting out stock orders.

6. What is your favourite hole at
Olivewood?
This is an unfair question. It is like
taking a kid into a sweet shop and
telling them they can only pick one
sweet!

If I had to go on the technical ability
needed to play the hole, I would have to
say the 8th hole tops my list because of
the thought process a golfer has to go
through from the second they step onto
the tee box.
A golfer faces one of the most daunting
tee shots that you could ask for, with a
slope that mostly runs away from you.
With or against the wind, the dream of a
good score on this hole can be shattered
very quickly.
On the other hand, if I were looking at
how a hole plays in its entirety, then I

would have to choose the 12th hole,
playing off the yellow (championship)
tees.
This may be because I am a sucker for
punishment, but there is something
about staring down the barrel of the
12th fairway that has water on the left
and out of bounds on the right that
forces any golfer, even those that fancy
themselves as low handicappers, to
rethink how good they are off the tee.
Couple that with a long iron or fairway
metal second shot to a green set well
above the fairway, that has two tiers,
and you have a golf hole that truly tests
both the mental and physical ability of a
golfer.

7. If you were asked to redesign a
hole at Olivewood, which one would
you work on and what would you
do?
I might get a bit of flak from Algy
himself for saying this, but the one hole
that I feel we could change ever so
slightly is the 14th. There is nothing
wrong with it aesthetically, but I would
definitely look to try and stretch the
distance a little bit by adding a tee box
that looks straight down the fairway,
rather than across it.
Too often I find that golfers are hitting
shorter clubs into the green because
they are able to take a lot of distance out
of the equation by hugging the right
side of the fairway. The stroke of the
hole is a three, so I believe that most
golfers should be hitting long irons into
the green.
Having said that, Algy has done a
fantastic job on this course’s design, and
I know that it will only get better from
here on.

8. If there was one golf rule you
could change, which would it be and
why?
Whilst the rules have been changed in
the past two or three years, and I believe
that this has been for the better, I do feel
that the R&A should be trying to attract
people to golf by making even more
changes.

The one rule I would change is relief
from a divot in the fairway. There is
nothing worse than playing a golf
course with no placing (which is how
our game is meant to be played),
stepping up in the middle of a round
that is going better than your last few
rounds, and smashing your driver down
the middle, only to find your ball in the
middle of a fresh divot in the fairway.
Under Rule 8.1a(3), a player may not
alter the conditions of the playing
surface, should it improve the
conditions of the next stroke. In
layman’s terms this means “play it as it
lies.” It’s frustrating, but that is the rule
we have to abide by.
I would change this in a heartbeat by
defining divots as “abnormal ground
conditions” and allowing a free relief by
a drop at the nearest point of relief.

Sean Coetzee
(Golf Club Captain)

Hotel

Book a Room

Hotel Olivewood welcomes guests from near and far for a luxurious getaway. Our guests
have access to the pristine Chintsa Lagoon, which is lovely for a casual paddle to the beach,
a fishing experience or just a relaxing time at the water’s edge. Dams on the estate are
stocked with bass for fishing enthusiasts, and trails through the indigenous forests within
the estate are perfect for mountain biking, walking and jogging whilst appreciating the
abundant wildlife.
There is extraordinarily high species richness to be found in the pristine valleys of
Olivewood Estate. Located on the western slopes of the Chinsta River Valley, Olivewood
is a wonderful place to experience the eastern reaches of the Albany Thicket Biome.
Only in the valley bushveld of the Eastern Cape will you find Karoo Succulents growing
alongside both Afromontane, and tropical forest species. Species originating in the
Nama-Karoo, the Highveld Grassland, the Drakensberg Montane Grassland, Woodland
and Forest, the KwaZulu-Cape Coastal Forest Mosiac, the Maputaland-Pondoland
Bushland and Thicket, the Knysna-Amatole Montane Forest and the Montane Fynbos and
Renosterveld all come together in the Eastern Cape.
Wild animals indigenous to the area include Kudu, Vervet Monkey, Bushbuck, Duiker, and
Warthog; Lynx have also been spotted on the estate. Introduced Antelope commonly
sighted on the estate include Impala and Nyala.. In days gone by, African Elephant would
have frequented these valleys. Birds to look out for include the African Harrier Hawk
(Polyboroides typus), the Knysna Lourie (Tauraco corythaix), the Black Sparowhawk
(Accipiter melanoleucus), Klaas’s Cuckoo (Chrysococcyx klaas), the Blackheaded Oriole
(Oriolus oriolus) and a number of Doves including the Red-eyed, Laughing and
Green-spotted Dove (Streptopelia semitorquata, S. senegalensis, Turtur chalcospilos).
At Olivewood, you can experience more than just our luxury boutique hotel rooms. Enjoy
the natural surroundings, access to our estate and many opportunities to engage with
nature, even while enjoying a meal at The Restaurant. Spend a few hours fishing down at
the river or in one of the dams, or go for a hike on our trails. At Olivewood, options are
endless.

conferencing
and Events
With the conference and events business slowly clawing its way back from a very
difficult and trying thirteen months, we at Olivewood are having to contain our
excitement about our venues once again being open and available to host
conference and events alike. Our facilities include conference venues and meeting
spaces that can accommodate between 6 and 200 guests and a beautifully appointed
24-room boutique hotel overlooking our golf course where delegates can recharge
their batteries after a full day of work and enjoy the fresh air and natural, tranquil
surrounds.
Event organisers/planners are no strangers to last-minute changes and crises. These
usually have to do with speaker cancellations, unexpectedly long registration lines,
poor WiFi, and other last-minute challenges that may seem like a big deal in the
moment but absolutely pale in comparison to the global buzzkill that is
coronavirus. Hosting meetings and events in a world affected by COVID-19 has
certainly required major adjusting in all spheres of the conference & events
business and more so on the part of planners and venues. Olivewood has focused
on ensuring our team can provide the facilities and space for safe meetings and
events events, with a strong focus still remaining on health and safety protocols,
safe food and beverage.
Are you looking for a conference venue to host your next conference or strategic
planning session? Give our team a call today to find out more.

Weddings
Thinking about tying the knot?
We would like to share some important regulations that you will need to consider
when either planning or rescheduling your wedding:
VENUE CAPACITY

BEVERAGE SALES

Facilities are subject to a limitation of a
maximum of 100 persons or less for
indoor venues and 250 persons or less for
outdoor venues and not more than 50%
of the venue capacity may be used.

Bar closes at 23:00

CURFEW
The hours of curfew have been adapted
and are as follows: Midnight – 04:00. You
can still enjoy a beautiful celebration. We
would highly recommend starting your
celebrations a little earlier so that your
guests have enough time to get home
before curfew starts.

CERTAIN HEALTH PROTOCOLS
WILL STILL REMAIN
- Social distancing of 1.5 meters
- Wearing of mask at all times
- Regular sanitising of hands and
surfaces
- All guests to be screened and
recorded accordingly upon
arrival

For any enquiries or
venue viewings, please
do not hesitate to
contact us to make an
appointment with our
Events Manager.

Enquire Now

Food and

beverage

Join us on Sunday the 9th of May for a Mother’s
Day celebration at The Restaurant. Our Chefs
have put an exclusive menu together, that will
only be available on Sunday the 9th of May 2021.

Book Today

RESTAURANT
HOURS

Thur - Fri | 12:00 - 21:00

Sat | 8:00 - 21:00

Public Holidays | 8:00 - 21:00

Sun | 8:00 - 14:00

Upcoming

Events at olivewood

1
May

Olivewood
Club Day

21
May

Stirling
Father’s
Club Golf
Day

22
May

Meyer’s
Motors
sponsored
day

28
May

Olivewood
Corporate
Day

Combined
Stableford

2 May
to

7 May

Hollow
Tining
Course
Temporarily
Closed

8
May

Olivewood
Club Day

9
May

Mother’s
Day Lunch

12
May

OW Meat
Mania
sponsored by
Star Centre

15
May

Farmhouse
Surf and
Turf AND
Windhoek
Lager
Internation
al Pairs
Betterball
Stableford

In partnership
with Hilltop
Animal Outreach

29
May

Cowie
Trading
Individual
Stableford

Find Us
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook

Instagram

Linkedin

Twitter

www.olivewoodestate.com

Until next month...

YouTube

